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- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE GC America Introduces G2-BOND Universal
Alsip, IL – With over one billion composite restorations and a century of established expertise in
dental materials, GC is broadening its adhesive portfolio with G2-BOND Universal, a two-bottle
universal bonding system which features exceptional properties in strength and versatility.
G2-BOND Universal’s proprietary Dual H-Technology gives clinicians what they would expect
from existing self-etch and etch-and-rinse “gold standard” products, plus much more. G2-BOND
Universal will be available for purchase effective February 15, 2021.
Designed to improve restorations, G2-BOND Universal is an all-around adhesive, giving
clinicians the convenience of choice between self-etch and etch-and-rinse in one system. The
versatility of this product extends to its efficacy across multiple indications such as direct
restorations, Immediate Dentin Sealing (IDS), intra-oral repair, treating hypersensitivity, the luting
of indirect restorations and more.
The Dual H-Technology of G2-BOND Universal optimizes bonding, both to tooth
structure and restorative materials, by its smooth transition from hydrophilic to hydrophobic
characteristics. The remarkably hydrophobic bond layer lowers the occurrence of water sorption,
which decreases the risk of degradation and leads to enhanced durability and reliable results.
Additionally, the optimal thickness of G2-BOND Universal acts as a shock absorbing layer to
avoid gap formation and debonding, especially with high shrinkage and bulk-fill composites.
Clinicians from around the world have performed many restorations using
G2-BOND Universal to assess its efficacy and have confirmed the product’s impressive sealing
effectiveness with virtually no post-operative sensitivity. Clinicians also expressed high
satisfaction with the results from both self-etch and etch-and-rinse mode. The participating dentists
lauded G2-BOND Universal’s easy and pleasant handling next to the system’s waste-free and
easy-to-use dispensing.
G2-BOND Universal is an incredibly versatile product, leading the way in adhesive
dentistry as a new two-bottle universal bonding standard in all etching modes. Discover the new
standard of two-bottle adhesive dentistry with your choice of preferred etching mode for reliable
results in a wide range of indications. For more information on G2-BOND Universal, or any other
GC product, please visit www.gcamerica.com.
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